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LiveAbout uses cookies to give you a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you receive our cookie usage. Small cars are less expensive, more fuel efficient and easier to drive than larger cars. But don't you have to give up a lot when you buy a small car? Not necessarily! Here are ten cars doing the same jobs as larger cars and SUVs, but with the advantages of major small cars. Audi A3. Photo ©
Aaron Gold Audi is a favorite luxury brand because their cars embody German engineering ideas, which involve obsessive attention to detailing that spoils everything, from the way cars drive into the way air conditioning feels below your fingers. Unlike some other small luxury cars, the A3 doesn't sacrifice practicality for the panache; Upholding, the box shape produces comfortable rear seats with easy
pores and egress. The list of standard features is long and includes pure skin and high-tech turbo engines. The unadorned interior allows it to drop slightly, but besides that the new A3 delivers a complete Audi experience in a package of earnest size (and affordable prices). Chevrolet Spark. Photo © General Motors One of the reason buyers prefer larger cars is that they believe they are safer. There may be
something that – smaller cars often take damage in accidents with larger cars – but that doesn't mean small cars are indeed unsafe. A great example is Chevrolet Spark. It is one of the fastest cars on the market, yet it has ten airbags, more than many luxury cars, and a Top Safety Option rating from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. And in a small (and very difficult) overlapping accident test, Spark
performed better than many SUVs. And Spark also had OnStar, who was in response to the accident by calling on human operators to seek help and finding the location of the car. If you need more space, Chevrolet Sonic and Cruze also have ten airbags and OnStar. Ford's Focus. Photo © Aaron Gold If you think a small car needs to be humble and austere, Ford Focus will change your mind. Traditionally,
luxury features are only offered on large luxury cars, but the trend is changing, Focus lead charges. Options include heated leather seats, voice-activated navigation, and even its own parking system. Just press the button, put the car upside down, take your hands off the wheel, and Focus will steer itself into parallel parking work. And for those who like to drive, Focus is offered with excellent sports
handling packages and manual transmission. The focus gets a good fuel economy, and prices too good to be true! Honda Fit. Photo © Honda Luar Honda Fit looks like any other small car, but inside, it gets an incredible amount of space. There are plenty of heads for drivers, plenty of leg space for backseaters, and cargo bays measuring up to 21.9 cubic feet - almost as many small carriages and SUVs. All
that, plus a flip and folding back seat each You can imagine to accommodate a wide variety of large cargoes that don't fit the bigger cars. No question, this is one of the most versatile small cars ever produced. Read the full Honda Fit review to learn more. Hyundai Elantra. Photo © Aaron Gold There is a lingering perception among some car buyers that small cars must be cheap and small. For those who
still believe that, check out Hyundai Elantra. Elantra Cabin is equipped with ingredients that fit luxury cars, even in entry-level GLS models. It gets a lot of passenger and trunk space as a medium-sized sedan from just a few years ago, and because of its small size and aerodynamic shape, it's got an excellent fuel economy. And for those who want something a little sportier, it's available as a coup and a
hatchback as well as a sedan. In any case, the sedan still costs more equal to a smaller car even with a fully loaded model. Kia Soul. Photo © Aaron Gold One of the overlooked advantages of a small car is that they offer more opportunities for expressive design, and that great example is kia Soul boxy. Stylish and bold, Soul is also a very practical car, with high back seats and upscales providing plenty of
passenger space and space for awkward-shaped cargo, especially with rear seats folded down. It's a bit like a micro SUV, and parts of micro are useful when trying to squeeze into a small car park, or trying to squeeze as many miles as possible from every dollar you spend on gas (two things where big cars aren't very good). Read Kia Soul's full review to learn more about this cute car. Mazda5. Photo ©
Mazda Is no secret that minivans make a great family car; The design of one box offers more interior space than any other type of vehicle. The problem is, big minivans and they're also expensive, uniweldy and driving like a crosstown bus. Enter Mazda5, a six-seat minivan driving like a car and a car park, because for all its interior spaces Mazda5 is about the same size as the Honda Civic. Small as it is,
Mazda5 has many of the most important features of large minivans, including sliding doors and three-row seating arrangements. The cargo space is limited to all six seats in place, but the flexibility of the seats is very useful for carpools and outings with kids and grandparents. Learn more about what this car can offer in full Mazda5 reviews. Mercedes-Benz CLA45 AMG. The © for Aaron Goldline AMG
Mercedes-Benz represents some of Germany's biggest and bad performance cars. CLA45 is AMG's attempt to bring the legend is to a smaller platform, and nothing has been lost in translation. CLA45 AMG is very fast and strikes the curve with relish, its small size and light weight makes it sleeker than the larger AMG. Twin clutch deliveries have great launch functionality, and interior and exterior design is
everything you'd expect. 2012 Subaru Impreza. Photo © Subaru Lots Lots people buy SUVs for their foul weather performance, but did you know you can get a small car with the same all-wheel-drive setup that gives their grip SUVs in the snow? Impreza may seem small, but with all his mechanical bits stuck under the body, Impreza can handle monsoon and blizzard as well as most SUVs. Impreza is
available as a mature-looking sedan as well as a cargo-friendly hatchback, and not only is the price of thousands less than an SUV, it's actually about the same price as most compact cars. Volkswagen Jetta. Photo © Aaron Gold You might regard Volkswagen Jetta as a tween car as it is sized right between a typical compact and medium-sized car. Jetta offers a staggering number of interiors, especially
when it comes to rear seat bedrooms and head rooms, along with generous trunks, but neatly out-of-dimensional' makes it easier to squeeze into a small car park than a medium-sized car. It also uses less fuel, thanks to a turbocharged four-cylinder engine that provides plenty of scooters to go with a fun jetta factor to drive. Not to mention, if you want to go as far as possible on every gallon of fuel, you can
get it with hybrid or diesel powertrain as well. It was hybrid: half a half-rocket V8. When Richard Noble announced that he was working on SSC Bloodhound, a land speed record car that would be the first to break the 1,000mph barrier, it naturally triggered a bit of curiosity. Fresh thinking is needed for a car that will go faster than others before, and this crazy positive piece of engineering is really unique. It's
actually so different to anything else with the wheel, that we now have a video to explain it. Even with the video, the concept of 135,000 horsepower is something very difficult to wrap your mind up. However, it is awesome to watch. Nobody wants them, so nobody really buys them. In the automotive industry, some cars were so successful they permeded the cultural zeitgeist and became legendary. This list
will not include these cars. With these top five, we've set out to find five cars that the world has never really asked for. What might seem like good ideas at the time, ultimately this obviously fell short in many areas. We want to ask why these cars were ever pregnant, and what made them fall short on expectations. Can any of these cars succeed if the manufacturer has more? Let us know what you think in
the comments. Nissan Murano CrossCabriolet is probably the easiest target for a list like this. This car falls short on to be fun to drive a car that is also practical. Nissan wants to resolve the issue that a constant car is practical, but Murano CrossCabriolet is not the answer. Although it is very large, it only has seats for four (similar to 4 Convertible Series) and a dick that is not very wide. The car also
experienced the dynamics of Murano's poor driving as well as the poor If Nissan does this concept again, we would recommend using Xterra and give the roof panel removable like Jeep Wrangler. This concept has been evident over time, and will make rivals a great Jeep. The Hummer brand has many issues leading to its death, although we think that now may be the right time to bring the brand back.
Hummer H2 is very expensive, yet not as fancy as cars like BMW X5 or Range Rover. For 2005, Hummer decided to modify the back of the H2 to transform it into a pickup truck called H2 SUT. A truck that looks extreme from the Hummer sounds like a good idea, but in practice the bed is very small, can be extended for up to just six feet. The lorry was ultimately deemed unfactorable. With a longer bed or
even a two-door configuration, we think that H2 SUT may be more successful. While we took the blame with Chrysler PT Cruiser as a whole, we wanted to focus on the two-door model that can be changed here. On paper, this car doesn't sound half bad. Change orderable PT Cruiser in the GT trim. This comes with a 2.4-litre turbocharged four-cylinder engine of the same four-cylinder from SRT-4's Dodge
Neon. From this engine factory produces 215 hp and 230 lb-ft of torks, but it can be patterned to produce more. PT Cruiser GT can be ordered with a four-speed autostick transmission or a five-speed Getrag manual. This car will be a tough one for us to save, given its much malignant look. However a strong idea, convertible turbocharged retro is not bad on paper. We think that the 5 Gran Turismo series is
bound to go down in history as the worst BMW model looks all the time. 5 GT series is the first of the so-called Progressive Activity Sedan (PAS). It should be called a POS instead. The idea sounds good to BMW on paper, sedans such as coups, suv-looking that will have sedan and SUV functions. What ends with is a mess that looks a very expensive pudgy. There are very simple solutions that we will use
to make this car better. Sell 5 Wagon series in the United States! We'll just repeat this until BMW listens to us. Sell motion in the United States! Sell motion in the United States! Sell motion in the United States! Did you hear us BMW? Chevy SSR is the third convertible model on this list, which proves that turning everything into a tular isn't always a good idea. We actually love SSR as a bit of guilty pleasure,
but we know that it's not a good idea. While GM puts the LS2 400-hp engine in this car, it is way too heavy to be effective. GM trying to do too many things Ssr. Create a retro pickup truck, and make it the first retractable hardtop pickup ever. If GM had chosen one or the other, the SSR might have been OK. We'd love a re-emergence to the old Chevy Blazer, which has a back area can date like a Ford
Bronco. This can be more of an offroad trak, than anything the SSR should be. Is. Is.
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